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Joydep Roaja’s drawings assume a confrontational as well as whimsical tone. While their
background is devoid of any recognisable topography, the presence of farming and hunting tools,

hand-woven garments and jewellery are telling indicators of the tribal culture in the Chittagong Hill

Tracts. Linked through their use of a shifting slash-and-burn form of agriculture, the rich diversity
of the communities—ranging from a variety of rituals and belief systems to distinctive dialects,

scripts and art forms—is under constant threat by a dominant political ideology that deploys a
state-sponsored military apparatus in the area. Roaja’s drawings propagate the reversal of the

prevalent power dynamics. In his work, he reduces the soldiers to small, stereotyped figures and

their military equipment to the size of toys, while the towering tribal protagonists show signs

of resistance. Roaja is a strong critic of the poor implementation of the Chittagong Hill Tracts
Peace Accord—a peace agreement reached in 1997 between the government and the indigenous

people to end the insurgency—which led to a further erosion of the rights of the latter and the
eventual loss of their land.

Joydeb Roaja received his MFA in painting from the Chittagong Art College,
Chittagong University in 1999. His first solo exhibition was held at NIPAGEN

Roaja came to art as an authentic form of expression as early as his childhood days when, as

a Kokborok (Tripura language) speaker, he would struggle in school to learn from a Bengali

curriculum. According to him he “didn’t understand anything” in school, but was fascinated by the

illustrations adorning his textbooks. Developing his own vocabulary, he soon had found a vehicle
for ingenious self-articulation. His drawings speak of his own life experience in the light of a
nationalism that upholds the ideology of ‘One language’ (Bengali), ‘One people’ (Bengali). Since its

early beginnings, Roaja’s practice targets the toxic embrace of dominance and subordinance,

carving out a vital space for recognition and dignity of local minorities within a Bengali-majority

Tokyo, Tokyo (2021). He has since participated in several performance festivals
and exhibitions internationally, including: SAVVY Contemporary, Berlin (2022);
Kathmandu Triennale, Kathmandu, Nepal (2022); Chobi Mela Shunno, Dhaka,
Bangladesh (2021); Sea Art Festival, Busan, South Korea (2021); Galleria d’Arte
Moderna e Contemporanae di Bergamo, Bergamo, Italy (2020); Concrete, Alserkal
Avenue, Dubai (2019); Museum of Modern Art, Warsaw, Poland; TS.1,
Yangon, Myanmar; Para/Site Art Space, Hong Kong; Dhaka Art Summit, Dhaka,
Bangladesh (2018); The Tetley, Leeds, UK (2017).

country.
Roaja’s

practice

is

not

limited

to

two-dimensional

drawings

but

often

results

in

performances, a practice he started back in 2003. In a similar vein, performances, with the

body acting as an agent of self-assertiveness and power, find their way into drawings. While
his early works were made clandestinely and subsequently destroyed out of a fear of being

discovered, his more recent drawings assume the self-confident form of resistance. Challenging
the politics of linguistic, ethnic and cultural homogenisation, they are an “exercise in blasting
away at fatalist attitudes through a playful imagining of other futures that could allow his
people to cultivate and thrive from their cultural roots” (Diana Campbell).
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